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"Many parents work more hours outside of the home and their lives are
crowded with more obligations than ever before; many children spend
their evenings and weekends trying out for all-star teams, traveling to
regional and national tournaments, and eating dinner in the car while
being shuttled between activities. In this vivid ethnography, based on
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almost 200 interviews with parents, children, coaches and teachers,
Hilary Levey probes the increase in children's participation in activities
outside of the home, structured and monitored by their parents, when
family time is so scarce. As the parental "second shift" continues to
grow, alongside it a second shift for children has emerged--especially
among the middle- and upper-middle classes--which is suffused with
competition rather than mere participation. What motivates these
particular parents to get their children involved in competitive
activities? Parents' primary concern is their children's access to high
quality educational credentials--the biggest bottleneck standing in the
way of, or facilitating entry into, membership in the upper-middle
class. Competitive activities, like sports and the arts, are seen as the
essential proving ground that will clear their children's paths to the Ivy
League or other similar institutions by helping them to develop a
competitive habitus. This belief, motivated both by reality and by
perception, and shaped by gender and class, affects how parents
envision their children's futures; it also shapes the structure of
children's daily lives, what the children themselves think about their
lives, and the competitive landscapes of the activities themselves"--
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An account of an American woman who gave her life in the struggle
against the Nazi regime. As members of a key resistance group,
Mildred and her husband, Arvid Harnack, assisted in the escape of
German Jews and political dissidents, and provided economic and
military intelligence to the Allies.
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"The third edition is thoroughly revised and updated. It now
incorporates the two new countries that have appeared since the last
edition - Kosovo and South Sudan - and covers the regime changes
that have occurred in many countries, including the liberalization (but
not yet actual democratization) of the Arab Spring. Extra material has
also been added on demography and political economy, especially with
regards to economic development, and on secession of regions."--Pub.
desc
"Comparing Political Regimes provides a comprehensive assessment of
the world?s political systems by outlining and contrasting the aspects
of four different regime types: liberal democracies, electoral
democracies, semi-liberal autocracies, and closed autocracies."


